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New VLF
version

Lots of new features in EPC868 of the Framework!

1.Cross-Browser Support for VLF.Web
Framework Web (webevent and WAM) applications now run in Internet Explorer, Firefox,
Chrome and Safari. Note that VLF.NET only supports Internet Explorer.
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2. Instance Lists
Date and Date/Time Columns
You can now add Date and Date/Time Columns to the standard shipped instance list.
Note that all existing relationship handlers need to be recompiled and redeployed because
of this enhancement. Designers can now add Date and Date/Time values to the standard
shipped instance list as additional columns:

You can specify the display format and, if required, a UTC time conversion:

The display format and a UTC time conversion are selected from drop-down lists:

Output formats map to all the formats available for the AsDisplayString intrinsic function for
both RDMLX Date and DateTime fields.
The Date and Date/Time additional columns can be added and updated from RDML and
RDMLX filters and command handlers.
There is a required input format for Date and Date/Time values. See Adding Additional
Columns to Instance Lists and Columns for Instance Lists in the online guides for full details.
There is also a new subroutine, SETDCOL, available for relationship handler functions. See
Sample Relationship Handler in the online guide.
Please read the Required User Action section in the documentation shipped with this EPC.
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Edit Codes
Edit Codes can be applied to numeric columns.

Control Row Color in Instance Lists
You can Control Row Color in Instance Lists.
The font and background color of instance list rows can be controlled:

Instance List row colors are specified when adding rows:
 Windows and WAM Filters and command handlers can use a new RowColor
parameter on the avListManager.AddtoList and avListManager.UpdateListEntrydata
methods.
 Web event filters and command handlers use the instruction VF_SET ROWCOLOR.
 Relationship handler functions call the SETROWCOL subroutine to set the color for
WEB and WIN environments.
The color of an instance list entry can also be set back to what it was, by specifying the
value "DEFAULT".
For windows environments the color is the name of a visual style that has been enrolled in
the VLF. For web environments the color is a CSS string, like:
"color:RED;background-color:BLUE;font-style:italic "
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Note that in the VLF.NET only certain CSS attributes are supported.
You could use row colors to, for example, create heatmaps:

Selection of Multiple Items
Selection of Multiple Items Can Now Be Controlled in Instance Lists.
Refer to the new property Allow Multiple Selections on the Instance List/Relations tab of the
business object properties window.

Instance List Toolbar Buttons Can have Associated Text Descriptions
Instance list toolbars may now optionally show the text associated with the tool bar icon –
improving appearance and usability.

See Instance List Tool Bar Text Location in the online guides.
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Choose Instance List Columns to Be Displayed
VLF.WIN only.
End-users can now choose which columns are to be displayed in instance lists allowing them
even more control over how their applications appear. The choice is initiated by the right
mouse menu option Choose Fields / Columns.
To choose the columns in an over-under or side-by-side child list, position the mouse over
the child list before clicking the right mouse button.
The visual identifier 1 column must always be displayed - this stops users from removing all
columns from this displayed list.

Code Can Directly Access Visual LANSA Trees
In VLF.WIN code you can directly access the VL trees which are used to visualize the
instance list content. Once you have a reference to the tree you can access the items within
the tree and the columns within the items.
For example:
Change the icon associated with every entry at level 1 in a tree
For Each(#TreeItem) In(#avListManager.avPrimaryTree.Items)
#TreeItem.Image <= #vf_ic004
Endfor
See Low Level Direct Access to the Visualization Trees in the online guides.
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3. New Value-Add Features Shown in Demonstration
Application
IBM i Server Message Queues
The Framework demonstration system shows some uses for IBM I Server message queues.
The application, which is invoked by the new Queues button on the tool bar, demonstrates
the use of personal user queues, group chat queues and event notification queues. See IBM
i Server Message Queues in the online guides.

It is shipped with all source code - customers who want to use/modify it should copy the
shipped objects and make their own custom versions.
You need to be running with an IBM i server connection (ie: a LANSA super-server
connection) to use it effectively.
The example is best demonstrated by using two PCs (or two VLF processes active) using
different user profiles – but two different VLF instances running side by side on the same PC
would suffice.
When the Queues button is clicked you should see a window like this appear:

In the shipped example three IBM i message queues are being watched by this window –
you should see this as three tabs that monitor message queues named <your IBM i user
profile>, DEMOCHAT and DEMOACTION.
If you close this window it remains active and continues to watch all the message queues.
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The three message queues used in the example demonstrate these IBM i message queue
usage concept:
USER Messages
This is the message queue associated with your IBM i user profile. Typically this is used by
system operators and other IBM i users to communicate with the individual users (eg:
"Remember that server is being shutdown at 5:00pm today for maintenance"). The benefit
is that the VLF example window watches the user's queue and pops up whenever a message
arrives – so it acts much like (and will respond to) classic IBM i break messages.
CHAT Messages
This is a queue shared by a group of users for common business communication purposes.
This is somewhat like the social network chatting – but messages are private (kept in
company) and may be logged and audited - which encourages messages like "Remember
that there is farewell for Joe tonight" or "Did you phone ACME about the missing shipment
yet?" instead of "Did you watch the football last night?". In the shipped demo there is just
one chat queue named DEMOCHAT - but of course you could have many queues categorized
and subscribed to by different applications, area of interest, job roles, company news,
etc.
ACTION Messages
Action messages demonstrate how message queues can be used programmatically to notify
other users of actions they may need to take and then help them to take that action.
Start two VLF instances – both with super-server connections to your IBM server –
imagining that you are two IBM i users named HRUSER and LEGALUSER who work in the HR
and legal departments respectively.
As HRUSER (who works in the HR department) update the address of an employee and
save the changes.
Within 30 seconds LEGALUSER should see an action message like this appear:
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There are two things worth noting about this simple example:
 It demonstrates some basic business process orchestration – HRUSER address
change has triggered a business process that LEGALUSER may need to complete by
making a phone call or accessing an insurer’s web site.
 LEGALUSER can also click the
button and be automatically taken
straight to the details of the employee in question – maybe LEGALUSER also needs
to update something about the employee indicating that they have completed the
required action. This is why they are called “action messages” in the example – not
only are they issued programmatically they can initiate programmatic responses.
If you change an employee's phone number you should see a different business process
initiated – reminding someone you don’t even know (maybe someone in Technical Support)
that the companies automated contact equipment may need to be changed in harmony ….

In the shipped example there is only one ACTION queue – but in a real application you
might have many - categorized and subscribed to by application areas, roles, etc. Certainly
different users would watch different set of action queues based on their organizational role.
You could also start to chain action messages together to define and drive compound
business processes.

Print Screen
The Demonstration Application now includes a new command, Print Screen, which prints out
the current VLF screen/window. This command is accessed via a Toolbar button which is
visible when the Demonstration Application is selected.
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Open in New Window
The shipped Framework also includes a new command, Open in New Window, which opens
the current business object in a new window. If no business object is selected the current
application is opened in the new window. If no application is selected, the Framework itself
is opened in the new window.

4. VLF.NET Enhancements
Compile for 32-Bit Platform
You can now specify target platform for generated VLF.NET applications and force the
generated VLF.NET application to run in a 32-bit platform. See .NET Target Platform in the
online guides.

Business Object Can Have Its Own Screen Layout
You can specify that each business object has its own screen layout using the VLF.NET
Screen Layout Persistence Level option. By default a single screen layout applies to the
entire Framework.

Default Texts Can Be Overriden
Default application text strings (such as User Name and Password labels in the Sign In
dialog box) can now be overridden dynamically by storing the replacement texts in the file
VF_MULTI_YYY.js (where YYY is the language code) and placing it on the webserver. See
Allow Dynamic Overriding of Default Application Texts in the online guides.
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5. User-Interface Enhancements
Framework Tool Bar Style
You can set the style for the Framework tool bar to Simple to display large buttons with
text:

This style is easy for new users to use. However, the buttons do not wrap on secondary
lines so the number you can display is limited by the width of the device.
A text description is shown for all the buttons (derived from the command caption).
If you set the tool bar style to Advanced you can display small buttons which can wrap onto
secondary lines:

Text descriptions are only shown for buttons that have a Tool Bar Button Caption defined.
See Tool Bar Style in the Framework Details tab.
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Hide Windows Control Bar
There is now an option to hide the Windows Control Bar which is displayed on Framework
forms when more than one Framework window is open. See the options for the Framework
property Multiple Window Control Bar Location in the online guides.

Window Is Positioned at Startup
The VLF.WIN application start up logic now tries to position the initial main window so that
is clearly visible to the user.
Previously, a restarted VLF main window may have been positioned so that it was hard to
locate and/or use if a user had closed it in a position very close to, or off the edge of the
screen, on a secondary monitor that was not connected later, or at a place that was outside
the screen after a change to the screen's resolution.

6. aXes-TS2 Can Now Be Used in RAMP-TS
aXes-TS2 Can Be Used as the RAMP-TS Engine, enabling the use of aXes_TS2 compatible
browsers for RAMP-TS applications.

VLF.WEB applications may use aXes-TS2 (aka RAMP-TS2) with the IE, Safari, Chrome or
Firefox web browsers.
VLF.WIN and VLF.NET applications using aXes-TS2 (aka RAMP-TS2) use IE only - they are
based on Microsoft web interface technology.
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7. Web Content on Signon Screens
All users must log on, so signon screens are an ideal place to advertise company business
or application changes and to promote communication. You can do this by adding a web
page or a button that launches a URL to the signon screen.

Button on Framework Signon Screen Can Launch A Web Page
Button on Framework signon screen can launch a web page. It is available in all Framework
environments.
The launched page could, for example, show a website with the latest company details, or
link to an application which is external to the Framework.

Web Page Can Be Shown on the VLF.WIN User Logon Screen
On the VLF.WIN User logon screen a web page can be shown instead of an image.
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Since all users must log on, using a web document at this point is an ideal place to
advertise company business or application changes and to promote communication.
It also has the benefit of being external to the Framework application - so it is easy to
change, even on a daily basis, without requiring any software deployment to the users’ PCs.
Using a small web document containing hyperlinks that open secondary browser windows is
a good approach. For example:
 Click here for the inside story of our biggest sale this year.
 Click here to read about the latest changes to this application.
 Click here to review out latest HR policies.

8. Connecting to Servers
You will find these new properties on the Server Details tab:

Use Windows User Profile and Password
You can use the Use Windows Credentials option to use a Windows user profile and
password when connecting to the server (Kerberos / Single Signon / SSO). The server must
have been configured for Single Sign On and the user enrolled first.

Validate Upper and Lower Case Passwords
For IBM i servers, you can use the option Upper and Lower Case Password to validate the
password entered by the user exactly as typed.

Control Which Servers Are Shown in the Connect Dialog
In VLF.WIN the server property Show on Connect Dialog controls whether a server appears
in the list of servers that the end-users see in their Connect dialog.

Long Passwords Are Handled in VLF.WIN
The Framework can now handle long passwords for Framework Windows applications. This
means that 32-character passwords can now be handled in all contexts (Windows, RAMP,
Web).
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9. Commands and Command Handlers
Bypass Locks
Commands can bypass Framework or RAMP locks in VLF.WIN applications. The Bypass
Locks option can be used to allow certain instances of commands to execute even though
the Framework or RAMP may be locked.

The commands Spool Files, New Window, Queues and Print Window on the shipped
Framework tool bar are all set to bypass locks and demonstrate the intended use of the
property.

Find out if Command Handler Is Maximized
A new Framework Services property, avCmdPanelState Property, will return the current
state of a command handler panel in relation to the Framework. When a panel has been
maximized, this property will return MAX, and NORM if it has not been maximized.
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10. Other Enhancements
MSXML6
Visual LANSA Active-X Controls VF_AX003 and DF_XMLAC have been changed to use
MSXML6 interface. Your VL application code probably does not reference these components
directly, but if it does it will need to be recompiled and re-tested.

Encrypt Framework Design XML
The Framework design XML can be saved in an encrypted form. The new option Encrypt
XML Files can be found on the Framework Details tab of Framework Properties:

Confirm Close Message
You can now set a confirmation message when end-users attempt to close the Framework.
Use the Close Confirmation Message option on the Web/RAMP Details tab to enter the
message which will be displayed before the Framework is closed:

IMPORTANT!




You need to recompile/redeploy all relationship handlers after you
install this EPC.
You must be using a LANSA V12 supported platform, see
http://www.lansa.com.au/downloads/support/version12_supportedplat
forms.pdf.
If you plan to run VLF.Web with Chrome, Firefox or Safari, test that
your existing hand-coded JavaScript or HTML in WAMs, WEBEVENT
functions and RAMP scripts work in these browsers.
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New Support Page
LANSA
The support section of the LANSA web site has been dragged into the modern ages and has
a new look as of today. The tips and issues have also been culled of the out of date and
redundant ones.
See: http://www.lansa.com/support
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aXes 2.1
New aXes version available!

1. New Components
Data Explorer (DE2)
Data Explorer (DE2) is the new cross browser replacement of the existing DE+ product.
New user interface provides tabs for editing queries, running queries, viewing query data,
exporting query data and managing folders.DE2 supports multiple browsers, including :
Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari.
DE2 Features

Export data retrieved by the
query
Folders

Multiple browser support

New product
New user interface

Parameters for queries
Save SQL queries in folders
SQL queries
Table searches

View data retrieved by the query
Write and run SQL queries
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Export data retrieved by a query into
applications like Microsoft Excel.
Create folders and save query SQL in the
folders. Provides a way to group similar
queries.
Tested with:
 Chrome
 Firefox
 Internet Explorer (version 6 minimum)
 Safari
DE2 supports these browsers.
Tested successfully with Opera, but it is not a
supported browser.
Rewritten version of the existing DE.
New user interface provides tabs for editing
queries, running queries, viewing query data,
exporting query data and managing folders.
Define runtime parameters to control the query
results.
Save query SQL as a file in a folder.
Supports SELECT queries, table joins and
WHERE clause.
Generates SQL and/or users edit the SQL.
Define search criteria for tables.
Search for tables.
View search results.
Save table search definitions in folders.
DE displays data retrieved by a query in a grid
on a query results tab.
Write the SQL and run the query in one
operation (no need to save the query unless
you want to).
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aXes-Robot
aXes-Robot runs 5250 programs in batch mode from another program.
A program can call aXes- Robot and drive the simulated screen input for the 5250
application. This means you can automate data entry tasks. You might collect order
data from a Web site and use aXes- Robot to enter the data into the order entry
program for your ERP system.
aXes-Robot Features
Perform data entry using a
program

Use a 5250 application as a readonly database or a Web service

Logging

Client Tools
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Gather data from any computer readable source
and write a program to use the data as input
for a 5250 program.
Your program calls aXes-Hammer and it drives
the simulated screen input for the 5250
application.
This means you can automate data entry tasks.
You might collect order data from a Web site
and use aXes-Hammer to enter the data into
the order entry program for your ERP system.
Using aXes-Hammer you can retrieve a list of
orders from a 5250 application, reformat the
order data and present it in a Web page.
Your program will use aXes-Hammer to
simulate a user displaying a list of orders for a
customer in your ERP system and then retrieve
the details from the list.
aXes-Hammer logs activity. The logging tools
allow you to view screen captures, exception
details and the activity log.
The Client Tools contain tools to help
developers create programs to drive 5250
applications.
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Trap validation errors from the
5250 application
Orchestrate screen flows
Identify screens
Identity screen elements
Retrieve data from screens
Send data to screens

aXes-Hammer allows you program to deal with
data entry or screen navigation error.
Your program can use aXes-Hammer to follow
the screen flows in the 5250 application.
The Client Tools allow you to identify the
screens in the 5250 application.
The Client Tools allow you to identify the screen
elements (fields or text) on a screen in the
5250 application.
Use a program to move through a series of
screens to reach a destination screen. Then
extract data from the screen.
Use a program to move through a series of
screens and enter data into fields on the
screens. This automates the data entry for the
5250 application.

Web Spooled File Manager (WS2)
Web Spooled File Manager (WS2) is the new cross browser replacement of the existing WS+
product.
New user interface provides tabs for editing output queue searches, spooled file searches,
viewing the results of searches, viewing the content of spooled files, exporting the content
of spooled files and managing folders.
WS2 displays the content of spooled files as HTML, text, PDF (text) or PDF (image).
WS2 supports multiple browsers, including : Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, and Safari.
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WS2 Features
Export the content of spooled files
Folders

Multiple browser support

New product
New user interface

View lists of output queues
retrieved by searches
View the content of spooled files

Export the content of spooled files into
applications like Microsoft Excel.
Create folders.
Save output queue searches in folders.
Save spooled file searches in folders.
Folders provide a way to group similar
searches.
Tested with:
 Chrome
 Firefox
 Internet Explorer (version 6 minimum)
 Safari
WS2 supports these browsers.
Tested successfully with Opera, but it is not a
supported browser.
Rewritten version of the existing WS.
New user interface provides tabs for editing
output queue searches, spooled file searches,
viewing the results of searches, viewing the
content of spooled files, exporting the content
of spooled files and managing folders.
WS2 displays lists of output queues retrieved by
searches in a grid on a search results tab.
WS2 displays the content of spooled files as
HTML, text, PDF (text) or PDF (image).

Enhancements





Enhanced retention of the window background and improvements to the positioning
of Popup windows and their contents in TS2 for better TS1 compatibility.
IE9 Support.
New aXes 2.1 licencing – 30 day Free Trial, then a licencing request for an extension.
aXes-Cloud is an application of aXes that provides all of the aXes features for
multiple IBM i servers and applications from one IBM i server. It installs on a Cloud
Gateway server and gives users access to applications, spooled files and database
queries on any IBM i server connected to the Cloud Gateway. This means that you do
not need to install aXes on every IBM i server. aXes-Cloud provides end-to-end
encryption all the way from the user device, through the Cloud Gateway, to the
connected server(s). aXes-Cloud can be configured for a Private Cloud, a Public
Cloud or a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) Cloud.
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aXes Mobile
With aXes mobile, information and data from RPG, COBOL or CL applications running on an
IBM i can be directed to mobile devices such as iPhones, iPads, Android, Blackberry and
Windows Mobile 7 devices with zero deployment on the mobile devices.
See http://www.axeslive.com/products/mobile-device-applications.htm and tutorial 12 Smart Phone Applications for information and examples.

Corrections and hot fixes
Version 2.1 includes all enhancements, corrections and hot fixes since the general availability of
aXes version 1.35.
Pop-up window handling improvements
Enhanced retention of the window background and improvements to the positioning of
Popup windows and their contents in TS2 for better TS1 compatibility.

Performance improvements
The way aXes eXtension files are cached by the browser has been changed to reduce
application start up time.

Better tracing
The tracing and logging of TCP/IP Pipe and sockets details on the server has been improved
and the maximum number of concurrently open file descriptors allowed in server side jobs
has been increased.

eXtension management
Improvements have been made to TS2 eXtension management

Modernized user interaction
5250 style field content overtyping is no longer supported by aXes-TS2.
Fields are no longer padded with blanks. This is being done to more properly support the
natural web browser, desktop and mobile device methods of field content selection, editing
and data entry.
Leading spaces are now trimmed from right aligned numeric fields (RB).
When overtyping is necessary, use aXes-TS, which can only be used with Internet Explorer
(Note that IE has always been the only web browser that supports overtyping.)

AutoGUIOn property
This property allows you to set the default state of the AutoGUI feature. It can either be
true or false. This property works in both TS1 and TS2 and eliminates the need to modify
the gui_mode variable in ts_frame.html).
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New commands
New commands PutUnicodeChar, PutDecimal, and PutYen have been introduced.
These new commands do the same thing as the InsertUnicodeChar, InsertDecimal, and
InsertYen commands, but they honor the current state of the OVR/INS mode.

IMPORTANT!

+ aXes-DE and aXes-WS still ship and may be used – however, it is strongly
recommended to switch to the newer aXes-DE2 and aXes-WS2 replacement
products, taking advantage of their additional features.
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How to modify BLOB fields on the
iSeries to be greater than 10MB
Issue
In V11 when working with BLOBs you may encounter messages indicating that there is a
limit of 10MB.
Message ID . . : SQL0404
Message . . . . : Value for column or variable BLBLOB too long.
Cause . . . . . : An INSERT or UPDATE statement or a SET or VALUES INTO
statement or a GET DIAGNOSTICS statement specifies a value that is longer
than the maximum length string that can be stored in BLBLOB.
The length of BLBLOB is 10,485,760 and the length of the
string is 35,286,634.
Recovery . . . : Reduce the length of the string from 35286634 to a
maximum of 10485760 and try the request again.
Unlike a Windows database, a field size must be specified when creating BLOB fields on the
iSeries. As of V5R1, the iSeries has a BLOB size limit of 2GB. However in LANSA we have
set the BLOB default size of 10MB. This is a configurable setting that may be altered as
described below.

Resolution
This default BLOB size is controlled by the x_dbmenv.dat file, located in the IFS under the
LANSA_[configuration name]\x_lansa\ folder. Underneath the following section
* ====================================================
* DB2 - iSeries platform (For runtime NOT Development)
* ====================================================
look for the line:
TYPE_LONGVARBINARY_DEFAULT_LEN=10M
After changing this to an acceptable value for your system, save the x_dbmenv.dat, and
redo the check-in (ensure you select to recreate the file).

Note
The x_dbmenv.dat is overwritten when you upgrade LANSA and is set by default at 10MB
when performing new installs, so you will need to remember to reconfigure this setting
when doing upgrades/new installs.
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